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Love and Other Theories
What do our pets do when they're not with us?
Caroline Paul and Wendy MacNaughton used GPS, cat
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cameras, psychics, and the web to track the
adventures of their beloved cat Tibia.

Breeder and Other Stories
With Love and Other Scandals, bestselling and RITA
Award–winning author Caroline Linden launches a
scandalously sexy new historical romance series set
in Regency England. Joan Bennett is a breath away
from being a spinster. She’s had four seasons without
a suitor. After reading a shockingly sensuous book,
Fifty Ways to Sin, Joan decides perhaps it’s time to
stop being proper and start being sinful, while she’s
still young enough to enjoy it. And what better partner
than her brother’s drinking mate, Viscount Burke? He
seems the type to know how to give a lady a
lascivious adventure. It seems that the viscount has
qualms about trifling with a friend’s sister. That’s the
way to end up betrothed. And he doesn’t want
that—or does he?

Love in the Time of Cholera (Illustrated
Edition)
A rapturous novel of star-crossed love in a time of
war—from the international bestselling author of The
Secret of Clouds. During the last moments of calm in
prewar Prague, Lenka, a young art student, and Josef,
who is studying medicine, fall in love. With the
promise of a better future, they marry—only to have
their dreams shattered by the imminent Nazi
invasion. Like so many others, they are torn apart by
the currents of war. Now a successful obstetrician in
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America, Josef has never forgotten the wife he
believes died in the war. But in the Nazi ghetto of
Terezín, Lenka survived, relying on her skills as an
artist and the memories of a husband she would
never see again. Then, decades later and thousands
of miles away, an unexpected encounter in New York
leads to an inescapable glance of recognition, and the
realization that providence has given Lenka and Josef
one more chance. From the glamorous ease of life in
Prague before the occupation to the horrors of Nazi
Europe, The Lost Wife explores the power of first love,
the resilience of the human spirit, and our capacity to
remember.

River of Fire and Other Stories
O Chonghui crafts historically-rooted yet timeless
tales imagining core human experiences from a
female point of view. Since her debut in 1968, she has
formed a powerful challenge to the patriarchal literary
establishment in Korea, and her work has invited rich
comparisons with the achievements of Joyce Carol
Oates, Alice Munro, and Virginia Woolf. These nine
stories range from O Chonghui's first published work,
in 1968, to one of her last publications, in 1994. Her
early stories are compact, often chilling accounts of
family dysfunction, reflecting the decline of
traditional, agrarian economics and the rise of urban,
industrial living. Later stories are more expansive,
weaving eloquent, occasionally wistful reflections on
lost love and tradition together with provocative
explorations of sexuality and gender. O Chonghui
makes use of flashbacks, interior monologues, and
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stream-of-consciousness in her narratives, developing
themes of abandonment and loneliness in a carefully
cultivated, dispassionate tone. O Chonghui's narrators
stand in for the average individual, struggling to cope
with emotional rootlessness and a yearning for
permanence in family and society. Arguably the first
female Korean fiction writer to follow Woolf's dictum
to do away with the egoless, self-sacrificing "angel in
the house," O Chonghui is a crucial figure in the
history of modern Korean literature, one of the most
astute observers of Korean society and the place of
tradition within it.

How They Met and Other Stories
Includes nine short stories covering such themes as
sibling rivalry, friendship, a room of one's own,
madness, first love, and lost love.

Love and Other Mistakes
A collection of stories by Sandra Cisneros, the winner
of the 2018 PEN/Nabokov Award for Achievement in
International Literature. The lovingly drawn
characters of these stories give voice to the vibrant
and varied life on both sides of the Mexican border
with tales of pure discovery, filled with moments of
infinite and intimate wisdom.

A Lost Love
After a decade apart, childhood sweethearts
reconnect by chance in New York Times bestselling
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author Christina Lauren’s touching, romantic novel
Love and Other Words…how many words will it take
for them to figure out where it all went wrong? The
story of the heart can never be unwritten. Macy
Sorensen is settling into an ambitious if emotionally
tepid routine: work hard as a new pediatrics resident,
plan her wedding to an older, financially secure man,
keep her head down and heart tucked away. But
when she runs into Elliot Petropoulos—the first and
only love of her life—the careful bubble she’s
constructed begins to dissolve. Once upon a time,
Elliot was Macy’s entire world—growing from her
gangly bookish friend into the man who coaxed her
heart open again after the loss of her motheronly to
break it on the very night he declared his love for her.
Told in alternating timelines between Then and Now,
teenage Elliot and Macy grow from friends to much
more—spending weekends and lazy summers
together in a house outside of San Francisco
devouring books, sharing favorite words, and talking
through their growing pains and triumphs. As adults,
they have become strangers to one another until their
chance reunion. Although their memories are
obscured by the agony of what happened that night
so many years ago, Elliot will come to understand the
truth behind Macy’s decade-long silence, and will
have to overcome the past and himself to revive her
faith in the possibility of an all-consuming love.

The Djinn Falls in Love and Other Stories
AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN eBOOK! On her
twelfth birthday, Sierva Maria – the only child of a
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decaying noble family in an eighteenth-century South
American seaport – is bitten by a rabid dog. Believed
to be possessed, she is brought to a convent for
observation. And into her cell stumbles Father
Cayetano Delaura, who has already dreamed about a
girl with hair trailing after her like a bridal train. As he
tends to her with holy water and sacramental oils,
Delaura feels something shocking begin to occur. He
has fallen in love – and it is not long until Sierva Maria
joins him in his fevered misery. Unsettling and
indelible, Of Love and Other Demons is an evocative,
majestic tale of the most universal experiences known
to woman and man.

Engines of Desire
An exploration of the twenty-first-century trend of
reuniting with early loves later in life follows the true
stories of rekindled love, including that of the former
First Lady of New York City, and offers anecdotes and
advice on reconnecting with the past. 100,000 first
printing.

The Bippolo Seed and Other Lost Stories:
Read & Listen Edition
Original / British English The stories in this book are
exciting and sometimes very strange. Some are sad
and some are happy. We meet many interesting
people – a young man in love, a lonely customer in a
shop, a shy soldier. Strange things happen to all these
people. But life is strange sometimes.
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Lost Love and Other Stories
"Missed Connections is a collection of illustrated love
stories. There's "We Shared a Bear Suit." "If Not for
Your Noisy Tambourine." "Hairy Bearded Swimmer."
Each is told in the shorthand of a "missed
connection," and then illustrated in Chinese ink and
watercolor. The anonymous messages are hopeful
and hopeless, funny and sad"--

Love and Other Scandals
THE LOST FAIRY LAND AND OTHER
STORIES
What’s better than a lost treasure? Seven lost
treasures! These rarely seen Dr. Seuss stories were
published in magazines in the early 1950s and are
finally available in book form. They include “The
Bippolo Seed” (in which a scheming feline leads a
duck toward a bad decision), “The Rabbit, the Bear,
and the Zinniga-Zanniga” (about a rabbit who is
saved from a bear by a single eyelash), “Gustav, the
Goldfish” (an early rhymed version of the Beginner
Book A Fish Out of Water), “Tadd and Todd” (about a
twin who is striving to be an individual), “Steak for
Supper” (in which fantastic creatures follow a boy
home in anticipation of a steak dinner), “The Strange
Shirt Spot” (the inspiration for the bathtub-ring scene
in The Cat in the Hat Comes Back), and “The Great
Henry McBride” (about a boy whose far-flung career
fantasies are bested only by those of Dr. Seuss
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himself). An introduction by Seuss scholar Charles D.
Cohen traces the history of the stories, which
demonstrate an intentional move toward the writing
style we now associate with Dr. Seuss. Cohen also
explores the themes that recur in well-known Seuss
stories (like the importance of the imagination or the
perils of greed). With a color palette enhanced
beyond the limitations of the original magazines, this
is a collection that no Seuss fan (whether scholar or
second grader) will want to miss. This Read & Listen
edition contains audio narration.

Free Love And Other Stories
Love and Other Theories is a fast-paced twist on the
coming-of-age novel and the romantic comedy that
Kirkus Reviews called "careful, subtle, and aching" in
a starred review. Aubrey and her best friends made a
pact to play by the guys' rules when it comes to
dating. They're hoping the rules will keep them from
experiencing high school heartbreak—they don't
realize that these rules could just as easily keep them
from opening their hearts and minds. And when new
boy Nathan Diggs moves to town, Aubrey starts to
think that some rules are meant to be broken. With
equal parts bite and romance, topped off with an
irresistibly engaging voice, Alexis Bass's novel is one
you won't want to miss.

Lockdown Liaisons
A Book that was Lost and Other Stories
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Death and pleasure. Freud's Todestrieb, his statement
that "libido has the task of making the destroying
instinct innocuous, and it fulfils the task by diverting
that instinct to a great extent outwards.The instinct is
then called the destructive instinct, the instinct for
mastery, or the will to power." Few authors have spun
stories of Thanatos and Eros as skillfully and
powerfully as Livia Llewellyn. In his introduction to
this volume, Laird Barron writes "Scant difference
exists between exquisite pleasure and pain." An
orphan girl with a mind for anthracite falls into the
hands of a cult worshipping an entombed god. In the
Pacific Northwest, evergreens lull prepubescent girls
into their trunks to serve as wombs. A suburban
housewife troubled by her present encounters the
sixteen year-old girl she ached to touch in her
dreams. These ten stories promise to indulge a
reader's sensibilities, their fears and desires.

Parable of the Sower
"She asked me if I liked them. And what could I say?
They were wonderful." From the very beginning of
Sergio Troncoso's celebrated story "Angie Luna," we
know we are in the hands of a gifted storyteller. Born
of Mexican immigrants, raised in El Paso, and now
living in New York City, Troncoso has a rare knack for
celebrating life. Writing in a straightforward, lighthanded style reminiscent of Grace Paley and
Raymond Carver, he spins charming tales that reflect
his experiences in two worlds. Troncoso's El Paso is a
normal town where common people who happen to
be Mexican eat, sleep, fall in love, and undergo
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epiphanies just like everyone else. His tales are
coming-of-age stories from the Mexican-American
border, stories of the working class, stories of those
coping with the trials of growing old in a rapidly
changing society. He also explores New York with
vignettes of life in the big city, capturing its loneliness
and danger. Beginning with Troncoso's widely
acclaimed story "Angie Luna," the tale of a feverish
love affair in which a young man rediscovers his
Mexican heritage and learns how much love can hurt,
these stories delve into the many dimensions of the
human condition. We watch boys playing a game that
begins innocently but takes a dangerous turn. We see
an old Anglo woman befriending her Mexican
gardener because both are lonely. We witness a man
terrorized in his New York apartment, taking solace in
memories of lost love. Two new stories will be
welcomed by Troncoso's readers. "My Life in the City"
relates a transplanted Texan's yearning for
companionship in New York, while "The Last Tortilla"
returns to the Southwest to explore family strains
after a mother's death—and the secret behind that
death. Each reflects an insight about the human heart
that has already established the author's work in
literary circles. Troncoso sets aside the polemics
about social discomfort sometimes found in
contemporary Chicano writing and focuses instead on
the moral and intellectual lives of his characters. The
twelve stories gathered here form a richly textured
tapestry that adds to our understanding of what it is
to be human.

Lockdown Liaisons: Book 2
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A New York Times Notable Book: In 2025, with the
world descending into madness and anarchy, one
woman begins a fateful journey toward a better
future. “A stunner.” —Flea, musician and actor,
TheWall Street Journal Lauren Olamina and her family
live in one of the only safe neighborhoods remaining
on the outskirts of Los Angeles. Behind the walls of
their defended enclave, Lauren’s father, a preacher,
and a handful of other citizens try to salvage what
remains of a culture that has been destroyed by
drugs, disease, war, and chronic water shortages.
While her father tries to lead people on the righteous
path, Lauren struggles with hyperempathy, a
condition that makes her extraordinarily sensitive to
the pain of others. When fire destroys their
compound, Lauren’s family is killed and she is forced
out into a world that is fraught with danger. With a
handful of other refugees, Lauren must make her way
north to safety, along the way conceiving a
revolutionary idea that may mean salvation for all
mankind. This ebook features an illustrated biography
of Octavia E. Butler including rare images from the
author’s estate.

Love in New York: Book 1 (Lost and
Found)
In this electronic era of mobiles and laptops, let’s take
a halt and give your children the true essence of short
bedtime stories which are completely exclusive yet
with hints of folktales our grandparents used to tell
us. Dive into the magical world of fairies, mermaids,
beasts and princes and princesses through this
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collection of bedtime stories and let them have a feel
of our Daadi Naani ke kisse. This book is all about
having fun along with moral lessons so that your child
can learn while having fun and diving into his/her
fantasy world. This book contains ten fabulous short
stories about magical beings in the simplest of words.

My Boyfriend's Back
ONE OF THE MOST LOVED NOVELS OF THE DECADE. A
long-lost book reappears, mysteriously connecting an
old man searching for his son and a girl seeking a
cure for her widowed mother's loneliness. Leo Gursky
taps his radiator each evening to let his upstairs
neighbor know he’s still alive. But it wasn’t always like
this: in the Polish village of his youth, he fell in love
and wrote a book…Sixty years later and half a world
away, fourteen-year-old Alma, who was named after a
character in that book, undertakes an adventure to
find her namesake and save her family. With virtuosic
skill and soaring imaginative power, Nicole Krauss
gradually draws these stories together toward a
climax of "extraordinary depth and beauty"
(Newsday).

Missed Connections
In this moving, wry, and candid novel, widely
acclaimed novelist Ayelet Waldman takes us through
one woman’s passage through love, loss, and the
strange absurdities of modern life. Emilia Greenleaf
believed that she had found her soulmate, the man
she was meant to spend her life with. But life seems a
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lot less rosy when Emilia has to deal with the most
neurotic and sheltered five-year-old in New York City:
her new stepson William. Now Emilia finds herself
trying to flag down taxis with a giant, industrialstrength car seat, looking for perfect, strawberryflavored, lactose-free cupcakes, receiving corrections
on her French pronunciation from her supercilious
stepson – and attempting to find balance in a new
family that’s both larger, and smaller, than she
bargained for. In Love and Other Impossible Pursuits
Ayelet Waldman has created a novel rich with humor
and truth, perfectly characterizing one woman’s
search for answers in a crazily uncertain world. From
the Trade Paperback edition.

LEVEL 2 LOST LOVE AND OTHER STORIES
BOOK DA EPUB TSP PACK.
Original / British English The stories in this book are
exciting and sometimes very strange. Some are sad
and some are happy. We meet many interesting
people -- a young man in love, a lonely customer in a
shop, a shy soldier. Strange things happen to all these
people. But life is strange sometimes.

The Last Tortilla
Just in time for Valentine’s Day comes a confection
from David Levithan that is sure to have fans of Boy
Meets Boy eager to devour it. Here are 18 stories, all
about love, all kinds of love. From the aching for the
one you pine for, to standing up and speaking up for
the one you love, to pure joy and happiness, these
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love stories run the gamut of that emotion that at
some point has turned every one of us inside out and
upside down. What is love? With this original story
collection, David Levithan proves that love is a many
splendored thing, a varied, complicated, addictive,
wonderful thing. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Lost World and Other Stories
New York Times bestselling author Barbara Kingsolver
delivers a collection of 12 original tales in Homeland
and Other Stories that are every bit as emotionally
resonant, humorous, and heartfelt as her muchbeloved novels. In settings ranging from eastern
Kentucky to northern California and the Caribbean
island of St. Lucia, Barbara Kingsolver uses her
distinctive voice and vast knowledge of human nature
to address some of her favorite themes: the
importance of personal and cultural heritage; how the
past effects the present and the enduring power of
love. Kingsolver’s characters, many single mothers,
struggle to make sense of their lives and find
meaning in a difficult world. Praised for her
memorable characters and poetic prose, Kingsolver
again proves why she is a literary force to be
reckoned with. This edition includes a P.S. section
with additional insights from the author, background
material, suggestions for further reading, and more.

The Lost Wife
Paris for One and Other Stories
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Harlequin Presents offers you another chance to enjoy
this bestselling novel from Carole Mortimer. Return of
the millionaire's wife… Brooke Adamson knew how
devilishly handsome magnate, Rafe Charlwood felt
about her. She was his wife after all—or rather she
had been, until a terrible car accident three years
ago, which Rafe still believed had claimed her life.
Now she's returned, with a new face and identity, to
claim her son. But even though she despises
Rafe—almost as much as he hates the memory of the
woman he married—resisting his sinful touch and
devastating kiss proves more difficult than Brooke
ever anticipated…

Love and Other Words
One summer's day, a young man meets a beautiful
young girl on a quiet country road. But there's
something strange about her clothes, her family and
her village is not on the map. How will he find her
again? Short stories to take you into some strange
worlds, where things are not always what they seem

Lost Love and Other Stories
Jessica Kate’s hilarious, romantic debut novel proves
that some mistakes—including love—are begging to
be made again and again. Natalie Groves once had
big dreams. But soon after her fiancé, Jeremy Walters,
inexplicably broke off their engagement and left town,
her father was diagnosed with cancer. Now tasked
with keeping her family afloat, Natalie’s grand plans
have evaporated . . . and God feels very far away.
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Fast-forward seven years, and Jeremy is back in
Charlottesville with an infant son and years of regrets.
When his niece, Lili, lands on his doorstep in need of a
place to stay, Jeremy needs help—and fast. An
internship opening finally presents Natalie a chance
at her dream job, but she needs a second income to
work around it—and the only offer available is
Jeremy’s. They could be the solutions to one another’s
problems, provided they don’t kill each other in the
process. When they join forces, sparks fly. But they
both know there’s a thin line between love and hate .
. . and that love will turn out to be the best
decision—or the biggest mistake—of all. “A stunning
debut . . . This tale of love and redemption will stay
with you long after you've closed the book. A mustread.” —Rachel Hauck, New York Times bestselling
author of The Wedding Dress “Witty. Charming.
Heartfelt. I could go on and on about Jessica Kate’s
debut novel. From its highly relatable characters to its
pitch-perfect dialogue, Love and Other Mistakes is a
delightful, romantic read filled with just the right
amount of sass. I lost count of the number of times I
laughed out loud as I watched Natalie and Jem
navigate their relationships, careers, and faith.
Definitely one of the most enjoyable books I've read
lately, and I can't wait to see what’s next from Jessica
Kate!” —Melissa Tagg, Carol Award–winning author of
Now and Then and Always and the Walker Family
series “Love and Other Mistakes wraps a poignant
and warm look at relationships within a smart, sly,
and knowing comedic voice. Readers of Sally Thorne
and Bethany Turner will be immediately at home with
Natalie: an all-too-real heroine who balances whipsmart agency with an endearing vulnerability and
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whose intersection with long-lost Jeremy helps her
forge a path to confidence and discover the woman
she was always meant to be. Kate’s unputdownable
debut recognizes that all human
relationships—familial, friendship, romantic—are
worth the keen eye and clever insight of her talented
pen.” —Rachel McMillan, author of the Van Buren and
DeLuca Mysteries “If you’re looking for a story with
sass on top of style, or a fresh voice pumped full of
fun, you need to read Love and Other Mistakes. Then
after you’ve enjoyed this—and I’m confident you
will—make a date with whatever this exciting new
author writes next!” —David Rawlings, author of The
Baggage Handler

Heartbeats and Other Stories
Stories depict the culture of traditional Jewish life in
Poland, the lost world of Eastern European Jewry, and
the emerging society of modern Israel

Lost Love and Other Stories
From the New York Times bestselling author of The
Giver of Stars, Paris for One and Other Stories is an
irresistibly romantic collection filled with humor and
heart. “A vicarious jolt of Parisian romance. . .
Delightful.” –People Magazine "An old-fashioned, feelgood love story. . . It’s as if Moyes has booked a
vacation and is taking us along. To Paris. Amour!”
–USA Today “Dreamy escapism, a book you can curl
up with and easily finish over a weekend, with or
without a glass of wine.” –Miami Herald Nell is twentyPage 17/24
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six and has never been to Paris. She's never even
been on a romantic weekend away—to
anywhere—before. Traveling abroad isn't really her
thing. But when Nell's boyfriend fails to show up for
their mini-vacation, she has the opportunity to prove
everyone—including herself—wrong. Alone in Paris,
Nell finds a version of herself she never knew existed:
independent and intrepid. Could this turn out to be
the most adventurous weekend of her life? Funny,
charming, and irresistible, "Paris for One" is
quintessential Jojo Moyes—as are the other stories
that round out the collection.

The Lost Love and Other Stories
As the world is shaken by a virus, Shobhaa De – a
writer who understands the human heart and how it
beats – felt the need to document not just what she is
going through personally but what the entire world is
experiencing. And out of this need emerged many
unique narratives Lockdown Liaisons is a collection of
short stories, from the varying perspectives of both
men and women – young and old, brave and
cowardly, cheerful and weighed down – each story an
unique offering from a writer who understands how
very fragile human relationships can be as they
break, suffer and are redefined under trying
circumstances. Explore, read and understand the
subterranean world of shifting emotions during
Covid-19, through stories that will speak to you. There
is a woman with a young child who discovers that she
doesn’t love her husband after all, there is an elderly
woman who lives alone in a building who can’t bear
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her nosey neighbours, there is a migrant worker who
has to make a tough choice as he gets ready to walk
hundreds of uncertain kilometres homewards. And
many more. But what binds these stories together is
love. These are stories that show how Covid-19 is
affecting the hearts of hundreds of people as they
struggle to make sense of altered circumstances, of
the ‘new normal’ that will emerge in a post-Covid
world.

The Hidden Girl and Other Stories
NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING
AUTHOR, ELLE CASEY, brings readers book 1 of 3 in
the contemporary romance LOVE IN NEW YORK
Series. With over 300 5-star ratings on Goodreads for
Book 1, readers love the Love in New York Series!
Sometimes engagement rings can get lost and then
found. Sometimes people can too. All it takes is a
heavy-duty dose of karma and the magic of
Manhattan to make it all come together. Leah is a
financially destitute new age hippy. James is a
wealthy surgeon with a trust fund. She's awkward,
he's poised. She's completely crazy, he's way too
sane. People might say they have nothing in common,
but they'd be wrong. They both live in Manhattan,
they both have no idea how to change a baby diaper,
and they're both lost … until they find one another.
LOVE IN NEW YORK SERIES READING ORDER Love in
New York: Book 1 (Lost and Found) Love in New York:
Book 2 (Cabin Fever) Love in New York: Book 3 (Mister
Fixit) HERE’S WHAT READERS ARE SAYING ABOUT
LOVE IN NEW YORK, BOOK 1: “This was an excellent
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read. I couldn't put it down! I loved how it was told
from both female and male perspectives. It had me
laughing out loud and gave me awe moments. Would
definitely recommend!” ~ S Kastelz, Amazon reviewer
“Extremely funny! My family thought I was losing it
when at times I laughed so hard I couldn't talk! So
glad I purchased this book! Definitely recommend you
read it!” ~ B. Mummert, Amazon reviewer “Great
read! loved this book. I laughed throughout the entire
storyline… I have recommended this book to friends
that I think will enjoy the lightness and humor in it.
Can't wait to see where she takes us next in this
series.” ~ Amazon Customer “Awesome!! This book
had me laughing! It was sweet and oh so romantic. I
LOVED it and would recommend to anyone looking for
a good sweet read.” ~ Sheyla, Goodreads reviewer
About this series: I’d never been to New York City
before, but I knew I would love it and wanted to write
a story that was set in the most exciting city in the
world. So I hopped on a plane with my friend Susan
and spent 5 whirlwind days there, soaking up the
culture, seeing the sights and nailing down the scenes
that would eventually end up in this series. Those of
you familiar with New York City know what I’m talking
about when I say you just can’t beat Russ and
Daughters’ bagels, Central Park, Times Square,
Brooklyn, and Yonnah Schimmels’ knishes.

Love and Other Impossible Pursuits
A teenage girl finds unexpected sexual freedom on a
trip to Amsterdam. A woman trapped at a dinner
party comes up against an ugly obsession. The stories
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in Free Love are about desire, memory, sexual
ambiguity and the imagination. In the harsh light of
dislocation, the people in them still find connections,
words blowing in the street, love in unexpected
places. Ali Smith shows how things come together
and how they break apart. She disconcerts and
affirms with the lightest touch, to make us love and
live differently.

Level 2: Lost Love and Other Stories
From award-winning author Ken Liu comes his much
anticipated second volume of short stories. Ken Liu is
one of the most lauded short story writers of our time.
This collection includes a selection of his science
fiction and fantasy stories from the last five
years—sixteen of his best—plus a new novelette. In
addition to these seventeen selections, The Hidden
Girl and Other Stories also features an excerpt from
book three in the Dandelion Dynasty series, The
Veiled Throne.

Of Love and Other Demons
Headed by the larger-than-life figure of Professor
Challenger, a scientific expedition sets out to explore
a plateau in South America that remains frozen in
time from the days when dinosaurs roamed the Earth.
Seemingly impossible to penetrate, this lost world
holds great danger for the four men, whether from
fiendish ape-men or terrifying prehistoric creatures.
Arthur Conan Doyle's classic tale of adventure and
discovery still excites the reader today just as
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dinosaurs continue to grip the popular imagination.

The History of Love: A Novel
Set on the Caribbean coast of South America, this
love story brings together Fermina Daza, her
distinguished husband, and a man who has secretly
loved her for more than fifty years.

Lost Cat
Woman Hollering Creek
One summer's day, a young man meets a beautiful
young girl on a quiet country road. But there's
something strange about her clothes, her family and
her village is not on the map. How will he find her
again? Short stories to take you into some strange
worlds, where things are not always what they seem

First Love and Other Stories
This collection brings together six of Turgenev's bestknown `long' short stories, in which he turns his skills
of psychological observation and black comedy to
subjects as diverse as the tyranny of serfdom, love,
and revenge on the Russian steppes. These stories all
display the elegance andclarity of Turgenev's finest
writing.Richard Freeborn was until recently Professor
of Russian at the School of Slavonic and East
European Studies, London.
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Homeland and Other Stories
As the world is shaken by a virus, Shobhaa De – a
writer who understands the human heart and how it
beats – felt the need to document not just what she is
going through personally but what the entire world is
experiencing. And out of this need emerged many
unique narratives Lockdown Liaisons is a collection of
short stories, from the varying perspectives of both
men and women – young and old, brave and
cowardly, cheerful and weighed down – each story an
unique offering from a writer who understands how
very fragile human relationships can be as they
break, suffer and are redefined under trying
circumstances. Explore, read and understand the
subterranean world of shifting emotions during
Covid-19, through stories that will speak to you. There
is a woman with a young child who discovers that she
doesn’t love her husband after all, there is an elderly
woman who lives alone in a building who can’t bear
her nosey neighbours, there is a migrant worker who
has to make a tough choice as he gets ready to walk
hundreds of uncertain kilometres homewards. And
many more. But what binds these stories together is
love. These are stories that show how Covid-19 is
affecting the hearts of hundreds of people as they
struggle to make sense of altered circumstances, of
the ‘new normal’ that will emerge in a post-Covid
world.
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